
6 Important Tips for 
Counter Argument

Essay Series- 7



Understanding the basics of 
Counter Argument

Objective of Counter Arguments: To identify how 
you create a balanced argument



What do we mean by counter argument?
- An opposing argument or viewpoint that goes AGAINST your idea or 

argument
- For instance:

Argument: Cell phones in class have a negative influence on student learning

Counter-argument: Cell phones in class are a good thing because they aid 
student learning and allow students to look up new words and information



When you counter argue then…..
- You consider a possible argument AGAINST your thesis/ opinion
- You first TURN AGAINST your own opinion
- You then RETURN to you own argument to defend it
- This all occurs within the scope of the same answer



Another instance of counterargument:

Argument:

Fast food Companies are to blame because they created larger portion sizes at 
cheaper prices

Counterargument:

Parents are to blame because they do not teach their children healthy eating habits

Refutation:

Parents cannot monitor all food their children are exposed to. Fast food companies 
have a responsibility to the public to control healthy portion sizes.



1. Remember to read the instructions of the 
questions carefully

- The instructions often change
- Therefore, it is imperative that you read the questions prior to taking a dive to 

solve them



For instance:
The instructions in 2011 were starking different from the ones in 2013

2011- Develop counter arguments to the following statements in about 75 words 
each (2X5=10)

a. Old is gold
b. Freedom of expression is an absolute right

2013- Write arguments for and against each of the following statements in about 
300 words (2X20=40)

a. Women empowerment in India so far is an urban phenomenon
b. A casteless society becomes distant through issues raised by reservation 

policies



2017- Write arguments for and against each of the following statements: 
(2X20=40)

a. The youth in India are getting addicted to Android mobiles
b. Power flows from the barrel of the gun

- Notice that the word limit is not mentioned
- And the instructions have changed slightly
- Thus, it is imperative to be cognisant and make it a habit of reading the 

instructions with rapt attention



2. Stick to the word limit
- Ideally for 20 marks you should write 300 words unless not mentioned 

otherwise
- Ensure that you stick to the word limit
- Or else you will be left with lesser time to solve other questions
- If you stick to the word limit= it helps you save time and complete all the 

questions in a proper fashion
- Therefore, making a mental draft of how you will proceed with the answer 

becomes important



3. Ideally complete 2 counter arguments within 
30 minutes

- Stay focussed and be cognizant about the time
- Time lost in the examination hall may tantamount to you losing a rank by a 

whisker



4. A proper format for the arguments is essential
- Usually these four words aren’t counted as a part of your word limit

- Introduction
- In favour
- Against
- Conclusion

- Your answer should have the four parts mentioned above
- There are a couple of ways in which you can cover these four aspects



Format 1
Paragraph method

- Your introduction, in favour, against/ counter, conclusion are all written in 
paragraph form



Format 2
Point form/ writing in bullets:

- Your in favor and counter are written in bullets



Format 3:
Comparison method

- You tabulate your in favour and counter arguments
- It is usually recommended for students who  are slightly under confident about 

their English written abilities



Also remember:
- Introduction could be of 2-3 lines
- You should ideally elaborate 2-3 points only keeping in mind the word limit 

and time constraints
- You shouldn’t include arguments in the introduction
- The introduction should be a preface to your counter arguments



5. Manner and style of writing
- Use simple, plain style of writing
- Have crisp and short sentences
- Avoid long sentences
- Be concise and precise to score better



6. Brainstorming well and parallelism are crucial 
to score well

- Remember that the 1st point in favour must have a 1st point in against which 
is a counter argument of the 1st point in favour (this is the law of parallelism in 
counter argument)

- Brainstorm your points well 
- So that you have points which can actually counter argue
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